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Kashmiris’ indomitable
struggle for freedom
India’s services
chief confesses
blinding protesters
Through a host of draconian measures,
India has gagged digital and voice protests
in disputed Kashmir. It has barred local and
foreign journalists from visiting Kashmir.
Indian forces fire pellets (called `birdshots’)
with pump-action shot-guns against
unarmed protesters or stone throwers, even
women, and children five to eight years’ old.
India cheated Kashmiris. Indian forces fire
pellets (called `birdshots’) with pump-action
shot-guns against unarmed protesters or
stone throwers, even women, and children
five to eight years’ old. A New York Time
report portrays a gruesome picture (“An
Epidemic of ‘Dead Eyes’ in Kashmir as
India Uses Pellet Guns on Protesters”,
New York Times, August 28, 2016`) It
says` the patients have mutilated retinas,
severed optic nerves, irises seeping out like
puddles of ink’. Doctors call them `dead
eyes’. A similar report in Washington Post
(December 12, 2017) is no less poignant.
Let India realise it can’t stifle Kashmiris’
dissent. To stifle the Kashmiri’s fighting
spirit, the dogra (1846-1947) punished
even Kashmiri children who played with
fork-slings (ghulail in Urdu) and stones
(Muhammad YousafSaraf, Kashmiris Fight
6
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for Freedom, vol. 1, p. 50). Struggle for
freedom goes on despite Indian forces’ reign
of terror (abductions, custodial deaths,
rapes, arson, and pellet shelling). `The
Security Council should make clear that
it opposes Mr. Modi’s brutal tightening
of India’s control on Kashmir. While Mr.
Modi may think he can control this volatile
conflict on his own, he almost certainly
cannot’ (The U.N. Can’t Ignore Kashmir
Anymore, New York Times, October 2,
2019).
Defence services chief’s ergonomic
confession: Irked by international-media
censures, BipenRawat, India’s ex-army chief,
now Chief of Defence Services has tendered
a funny explanation.
He says, ` Most of the eye injuries are caused
because those pelting stones bend to the
ground to pick up stones and because pellet
guns are fired at the legs they get hit them
in the eyes (Indian Express, January 17,
2020). Indian opposition took him to task
for explaining how Kashmiris were being
“radicalized”. They advised him to desist
from dabbling in politics. AsaduddinOwaisi
asked him, `Who’ll deradicaliselynchers
and their political masters? `Yogi (UP chief
minister] and “Pakistan jao” Meerut SP?
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strong leadership to oppressed Muslims all
over the world. Oil and natural gas are Iran’s
most important exports, accounting for 82
percent of the country’s export revenues.
Other exports include chemicals, plastics,
fruits, ceramic products and metals. While
it’s major imports are machinery, cereals,
iron and steel and chemicals.

role models benefited from copying our
institutions, time has now come to learn
from these early learners. A small country
like Qatar can be a role model for a much
larger and more powerful country like
Pakistan in conducting itself as a sovereign
country and delivering good governance.
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worthwhile proposition, in view of the
prevailing situation where countries want
to dictate policies if they are buying your
products or employing your labour. My
reference is to the Indian threat to stop
importing palm oil from Malaysia due to
Prime Minister Dr Muhathir Mohammad’s
Afghanistan stands to gain tremendously honest and bold stance on Kashmir. And
Qatar is a small country which has done from Pakistan, Iran, Turkey and Malaysian Saudi Arabia’s threat to send back Pakistani
well due to dynamic leadership, which efforts towards building the infrastructure labour if Pakistan attended the Malaysian
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